Adventure Knitting 3

A Trip to the Zoo

Choose between 5 different items
and 31 different stitch pattern options!
by Lee Meredith - leethalknits.com
Ebook, plus foldable, bindable, covered print book!
This collection comes in the form of a DIY bindable
book - print just the pages you need.
Either check the table of contents, or follow your
choice of the print directions below.
To print only the book and cover: pages 56-71
(then view pattern/sample/process photos and
bookbinding tutorials on your computer screen).
To print the book & all other content: pages 54-73,
plus 43-48 if you want the process photos printed; this
skips photo-heavy pages 49-53 with large photos of
the samples and habitat patterns. Print intro page 2
if you want, and you should have no need to refer to
the pdf unless you want to see the large sample photos.
To print the complete ebook version: pages 2-48 &
55; this includes the intro page, all the process photos
and sample info, but not the full-photo pages of the
samples and habitat patterns (49-53).
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Are you all ready for your epic zoo knitting adventure? Pick
out any yarn (and appropriately sized needles) that you want
to carry with you as you wander through an extra special
animal park. For all item types, you’ll be working flat;
everything you do (techniques, construction, etc) is up to the
options you choose. The animals you visit may result in short
rows, twisted stitches, lace, textures... let’s walk up to the
entrance gate and see what this adventure is all about!
Charts and written rows are included for every stitch
pattern, so you can use whichever you prefer, and you can
check with the photos of all the stitch patterns for reference.
If you have any knitting confusion, flip over to pages 43-48 to
see process photos of all the item types, and/or click over to
the leethalknits.com tutorials page for knitting how-to’s.
To see lots of finished adventure knit items by other
adventurous knitters, head to the Adventure Knitting 3: A Trip
to the Zoo page on ravelry, or find links to photos and
projects through the leethalknits.com page. Also head to
leethalknits.com to find tons of other knitting patterns by Lee
Meredith, including more Adventure Knitting collections!
The content in the DIY book format and the ebook format are nearly identical.
The stitch pattern photos are not included in the DIY print book, but they are
shown all together on page 54, which you can print out if you like. Same goes
for the process photos on pages 43-48, and the sample info/photos on page 55.
For making the 120 page bound book, there are written tutorials at the end,
on pages 72-73. Also, in the video from the first Adventure Knitting book
is a full video tutorial for folding and binding the book - that one was fewer
pages, but it’s made using the same techniques (except the extra ending prestep noted on page 73, because this book has an odd number of booklets).

Construction
Both hats and the rounded cowl use short rows for the
shaping - the basic shapes with the short row wedges are
pictured here. For the hats, you’ll work flat, right side rows
being knit from the bottom of the hat up to the top, with
short rows at the top to create the crown shaping. The dotted red line in the hat diagram is
about where the crown shaping comes down to, so above the line is where short rows are
being turned, and below that line you’ll work all the way to the bottom. The rounded cowl right
side rows are worked from bottom to top, with short rows wedges
worked every couple of inches, to make the gently curved shape.
The mitts and standard cowl are just rectangles, joined around at
the end, no short rows or other shaping at all.
(Adventure Knitting 3: A Trip to the Zoo is copyright Lee Meredith 2015
- for personal use only, no reprinting/redistributing - thanks! Visit the
leethalknits.com faq page or the leethal ravelry group if you have questions
or need help.)
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Adventure Knitting

3

Choose between 5 different items
and 31 different stitch pattern options!

A TRIP TO THE
ZOO ebook
by L ee Meredith

le e t h alkn it s . co m

A big new animal park, or something, has opened up near
where you live, just outside the city limits. When you
mapped it out, you saw that it takes up an enormous
footprint, like way more space than a normal zoo.
Your friend told you, “It’s like a giant, vast zoo, but there
are more kinds of animals there than you’d expect.”
She went there last week, when it had first opened; her
sister works with animals, so she got in the doors before word of mouth
started spreading. Everyone seems to be talking about it now!
Your friend didn’t tell
you a whole lot, saying it
would be more fun if you
were surprised as you
explore the place. She
just said to go spend the
whole day there - there’s
lots to see - and make
sure you bring your
knitting. The lines will
be long! And trams will
take you between the
different areas, which
means more knitting time.
So you’re currently dressed in your comfiest walking shoes, with yarn and
needles in your big bag, in line at the
gate. You just bound off your latest
project yesterday, so you figured
you’d bring a fresh ball and see what
you decide you’re in the mood to knit
once you’re here, letting your project
be inspired by whatever you see at
this intriguing zoo-ish place...
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You’ve just made
it through the front
gates and you spot
a big sign ahead
pointing to some
different animal
habitats - some
point to footpaths
and others to
trams. Hmm let’s
investigate some of
these options.
You check things out for a
minute... it looks like you could
wander into a dense forest, or
walk the other way to an
expansive grassland. Then
there’s a tram that heads
over to a lake habitat, and
continues up to the north
end, to the arctic habitat.
And you’re really intrigued
by the westbound tram - it goes
to an ocean habitat. This
place is so huge!

Well, time to make a choice,
which of these do you want to
visit first?
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Mitts
Or wrist-warmers, if you skip the
thumbholes. These are basic tubes for
your wrists or hands, no shaping.
This is the smallest/quickest option;
make them sized as you like, fitting around
your wrists/hands, shorter or longer as you like.

What do you
feel like
making?
You have five choices for your type of item, some
similar to each other; they’ll have variations within
their categories as you go on to make more choices.

Depending on your stitch pattern choices, your mitts
may be a fraternal pair instead of identical twins, with
stitch patterns not being mirror images of each other.

Smooth hat
This is a normal-shaped hat, which can
be sized as you like, fitted or slouchy,
tall or short, fit to your head.
Smooth means the top is
smoothly rounded, not pointed.

Pointed hat
A hat with a long, pointy top - the point can
be smaller or bigger.
Depending on the size, and on the yarn
type/weight/gauge, the point can stick up,
or be floppy and hang down, stocking
cap style.

Standard cowl
A big tube for your neck; or don’t join the
ends and make it a scarf/stole instead.
It can be as tall and as long as
you like, more fitted around the
neck, or super long so it wraps
around two or three times.

Rounded cowl
This is a cowl which has a shorter
circumference around the top, longer circumference
around the bottom, so it falls down
more when you wear it, appearing
kind of like a cross between a
cowl and a shawl, or more
like a poncho, depending on
yarn and sizing, etc.
This can be made sized as you like,
both height and circumference, and the
rounded-ness of it can be adjusted, to be more or less
rounded, or to make it asymmetrically rounded, etc.
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You’ll need
‣ Yarn of your choice, any weight, enough
yardage for your chosen item type.
For hats/mitts, 1 skein should be plenty; for
cowls, 1-2 standard skeins should be enough for a
smaller cowl (that doesn’t wrap around multiple
times), 2-4 skeins for a large cowl that wraps multiple
times, or scarf/stole.

will recommend or require more, so have a few
on hand.
‣ You might need a crochet hook and scrap yarn, for
an optional provisional cast-on.

To find general yardage estimates, you can look to
other patterns in the yarn weight/gauge you plan to
use, for items around the size you want to make.
If you want as many different animal (motif) stitch
pattern options as possible, use a fine weight, like
sock yarn, especially for mitts and hats. You can
totally make any item in a heavy weight, but you might
have to keep the piece simple, with no animals, or you
may only have a one or two usable animal pattern
options.
If venturing to a habitat (that’s the next thing you’ll
be choosing) that uses 1 color, then all your yardage
is in one yarn; it can be a semi-solid or have a very
subtle variegation, or be self-striping with long,
blending kind of color segments. If you choose the
habitat that uses 2 colors, you’ll need approx equal
halves of your yardage in each color (a little more MC),
and you’ll need more total yardage than the other
habitats, for a denser fabric.
‣ Needles sized to match your yarn.
All items are knit flat. Use needles sized according
to the type of gauge/fabric you want for your item.
For mitts, you’ll probably want a standard gauge
(needles sized to get the gauge on the label), or
maybe smaller needles for an extra tight gauge if you
want them to be dense and extra warm. Or, if you
want more lacy wrist warmers that are more for looks
and less for warmth, then you could go for a looser
gauge (bigger needles).
For a hat, you’ll probably want a standard gauge,
or maybe a bit extra tight, unless you are making a
pointed hat and you want a long, drapey point, which
may work better at a loose gauge for extra drape.
For a cowl, you can choose any kind of gauge/
fabric you want - a dense gauge (smaller needles) for
an extra warm, more stiff cowl, or a standard gauge,
or an extra loose gauge (larger needles than the
recommended size) for a drapey fabric for your cowl.
‣ Some stitch markers - at least 1 for most
items/options, 2 or 3 for hats, and some options

Where to
venture
to?
Now it’s time to make a bunch of choices before
casting on!
You may wander over to the habitat of your choice
(pages 14-15) to swatch the stitch pattern before
making your other choices.
If you’re making a hat, swatching is necessary you’ll need a decently accurate gauge count - stitches
per inch or cm. Make a swatch around 4 inches / 10
cm across for a good stitch gauge measurement.
Row gauge is not needed.
If you’re making mitts or a cowl, if the exact
height size is important to you, swatch and find your
stitch gauge number; if it’s not terribly important, you
don’t really need to swatch for gauge.
To make a swatch, in your chosen habitat stitch
pattern, cast on a multiple of 4 stitches (using any
basic cast-on method).
Work right side rows: Slip 1, knit 1, work stitch
pattern to last 2 stitches, knit 2.
Work wrong side rows: Slip 1, purl 1, work wrong
side pattern to end, purling last 2.
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Samples
Hats
(top right) Smooth hat; worsted weight (HiKoo
Kenzie) - approx 144 yards / 132 meters; flat
Grassland; Sheep, Teen bison, Baby bison;
buttoning closure. x=16; y=26.
(blue hat at right) Smooth hat; fingering weight
(Three Fates Yarns Terra Sock) - approx 195 yards /
178 meters; uphill Lake; Grownup loon, 4 Baby
loons, 2 Teen axolotls, 5 Baby axolotls; grafted
closure. x=25; y=59.
(bottom right) Pointed hat; aran weight (Knitted Wit
Aran) - approx 86 yards / 79 meters; uphill Arctic;
Baby wolf, Teen wolf, partial Baby wolf; 3-needle
bind-off closure. 4 inches used for x measurement;
x=12; y=27.
(directly below) Pointed hat; sport-DK weight (main
blue yarn is Louet Gems sport weight; contrasting
yarns are Infinite Twist Helix DK weight) - approx 113
yards / 103 meters main color yarn and a little less
total in contrasting yarns; flat Forest; Owl, Sasquatch,
Grownup sloth, Baby sloth; 3-needle bind-off closure.
6 inches used for x measurement; x=37; y=38.
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Mitts
(at right) Wrist-warmers (no thumbholes); bulky
weight (Cascade Baby Alpaca Chunky) - approx 35
yards / 32 meters; flat and uphill Ocean; no animals;
grafted closure. Flat cast-on count =16; uphill caston count =21.
(directly below) Mitts with thumbs; worsted weight
(Anzula For Better or Worsted) - approx 110 yards /
100 meters; flat Lake; 3 Baby axolotls, 2 Grownup
axolotls; 3-needle bind-off closure. Cast-on count
=38.
(below right) Mitts with plain thumbholes; aran
weight (Knitted Wit Aran) - approx 70 yards / 64
meters; flat Arctic; Yeti; 3-needle bind-off closure.
Cast-on count =29.
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Cowls
(at right) Standard cowl; aran weight (Jill Draper
Makes Stuff Adirondack) - approx 225 yards / 205
meters total; uphill Forest; Teen sloth, Baby sloth
twice, Teen sloth, Baby sloth twice; buttoning closure
(with buttons sewn along side). Cast-on count =33.
(directly below) Rounded cowl; bulky weight (Knit
Picks Wool of the Andes worsted weight held double)
- approx 644 yards / 588 meters total worsted,
equaling 322 yards / 294 meters bulky; uphill Arctic;
Narwhal; buttoning closure. Cast-on count =53.
(below right) Rounded cowl; fingering weight
(Schmutzerella Schmutzy) - approx 245 yards / 225
meters; flat Ocean; Kraken, 6 Baby lionfish, 2 Teen
lionfish, Grownup lionfish, Kraken; grafted closure.
Cast-on count =48.
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Samples being worn (at the zoo!)
(See previous pages for item details.)
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Habitats +
animals
Swatches are worsted weight wool, on size US 7
(4.5mm) needles, blocked flat - they can be made
to look very different in other kinds of yarns/
weights/gauges, and blocked differently.
They are approximately to scale with each other.
The bottom half of each swatch is the plain habitat;
the top half of each shows the optional
embellishment, worked one or more times.
On the next page are all the animals, to scale with
each other, labeled to the left by position.

The forest

The lake

The arctic

The grassland

The ocean
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Arctic Forest Grassland Lake Ocean

Teen wolf
Yeti
Baby wolf
Grownup wolf
Narwhal

Baby sloth

Teen sloth
Owl

Sasquatch

Grownup sloth

Baby bison

Teen bison

Unicorn

Sheep

Grownup bison

Teen axolotl
Grownup loon
Nessie

Grownup axolotl
Baby axolotl

Baby loon

Teen lionfish
Jellyfish
Grownup lionfish
Kraken
Baby lionfish
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CUT along all the
dotted lines.

Make folds on the insides
of the green lines so that
the lines are hidden on
the inside and not
showing on the cover.

FOLD inside the
green solid lines.
Score and/or fold
along the light
grey spine lines.
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by L ee M er edi th

A TRIP TO
THE ZOO

Choose between 5 different items
and 31 different stitch pattern options!

Adventure Knitting 3

These 4 corner parts are
all cut off.

these 4 triangles
are cut out

Adventure Knitting 3:

A Trip to the Zoo

by Lee Meredith - leethalknits.com

Steps (after cutting and
creasing along fold lines):
Fold the top and bottom tabs
in (looking at the cover right side
up), then fold the side tabs in on
top and glue them down.
Glue down spine tabs*.
Press and let dry.
Score/crease the very light grey
lines on either side of the spine and
fold cover.

Also head to leethalknits.com to find lots of
video and photo tutorials
for stitches and techniques
used in these patterns, and
tons of other knitting patterns
by Lee Meredith!

To see lots of
different finished
adventure knit
items, head to the
Adventure Knitting 3: A Trip
to the Zoo page on
ravelry.com, or find photos
and links through the Adventure
Knitting 3 page on leethalknits.com.

Choose each element of your
zoo knitting adventure,
picking the item type,
patterns, and specifics you
like best - all of your choices
will result in different designs,
along with your pick of yarn(s), size, etc. All
the choices are yours to make!

Adventure Knitting!

* spine notes below

*Fold up and glue down the
tabs sticking out from the
spine, to the inside, to
reinforce the spine - if you
are using thick card stock
you may choose to skip this
step and cut off those tabs.

Now it’s time to make a bunch
of choices before casting on!

Well, time to make a choice, which
of these do you want to visit first?

You check things out for a minute... it looks
like you could wander into a dense forest, or walk
the other way to an expansive grassland. Then
there’s a tram that heads over to a lake habitat,
and continues up to the north end, to the arctic
habitat. And you’re really intrigued by the
westbound tram - it goes to an ocean habitat.
This place is so huge!

You’ve just made it through
the front gates and you spot a
big sign ahead pointing to
some different animal
habitats - some point to
footpaths and others to trams.
Hmm let’s investigate some of these options.

Where to
venture to?

- leethalknits.com! -

by Lee Meredith

A Trip to
the Zoo
All items are knit flat. Use needles sized
according to the type of gauge/fabric you
want for your item.

‣ Needles sized to match your yarn.

If venturing to a habitat (that’s the next
thing you’ll be choosing) that uses 1 color,
then all your yardage is in one yarn; it can be
a semi-solid or have a very subtle variegation,
or be self-striping with long, blending kind of
color segments. If you choose the habitat
that uses 2 colors, you’ll need approx equal
halves of your yardage in each color (a little
more MC), and you’ll need more total yardage
than the other habitats, for a denser fabric.

If you want as many different animal (motif)
stitch pattern options as possible, use a fine
weight, like sock yarn, especially for mitts and
hats. You can totally make any item in a heavy
weight, but you might have to keep the piece
simple, with no animals, or you may only have
a one or two usable animal pattern options.

To find general yardage estimates, you can
look to other patterns in the yarn weight/
gauge you plan to use, for items around the
size you want to make.
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So you’re currently dressed in your comfiest
walking shoes, with yarn and needles in your big
bag, in line at the gate. You just bound off your
latest project yesterday, so you figured you’d
bring a fresh ball and see what you decide you’re
in the mood to knit once you’re here, letting your
project be inspired by whatever you see at this
intriguing zoo-ish place...
Your friend didn’t tell you a whole lot, saying
it would be more fun if you were surprised as you
explore the place. She just said to go spend the
whole day there - there’s lots to see - and make
sure you bring your knitting. The lines will be
long! And trams will take you between the
different areas, which means more knitting time.
She went there last week, when it had first
opened; her sister works with animals, so she got
in the doors before word of mouth started spreading.
Everyone seems to be talking about it now!
Your friend told you, “It’s like a giant, vast
zoo, but there are more kinds of animals there
than you’d expect.”
A big new animal park, or something, has
opened up near where you live, just
outside the city limits. When you mapped it out,
you saw that it takes up an enormous footprint,
like way more space than a normal zoo.

2
5

Rounded cowl
This is a cowl which has
a shorter circumference
around the top, longer circumference around
the bottom, so it falls down more when you
wear it, appearing kind of like a cross
between a cowl and a shawl, or more like a
poncho, depending on yarn and sizing, etc.
This can be made sized as you like, both
height and circumference, and the roundedness of it can be adjusted, to be more or less
rounded, or to make it asymmetrically
rounded, etc.

You’ll need
‣ Yarn of your choice, any weight, enough
yardage for your chosen item type.
For hats/mitts, 1 skein should be plenty;
for cowls, 1-2 standard skeins should be
enough for a smaller cowl (that doesn’t wrap
around multiple times), 2-4 skeins for a large
cowl that wraps multiple times, or scarf/stole.

‣ You might need a crochet hook and scrap
yarn, for an optional provisional cast-on.

‣ Some stitch markers - at least 1 for
most items/options, 2 or 3 for hats, and
some options will recommend or require
more, so have a few on hand.

For a cowl, you can choose any kind of
gauge/fabric you want - a dense gauge
(smaller needles) for an extra warm, more stiff
cowl, or a standard gauge, or an extra loose
gauge (larger needles than the recommended
size) for a drapey fabric for your cowl.

For a hat, you’ll probably want a standard
gauge, or maybe a bit extra tight, unless you
are making a pointed hat and you want a
long, drapey point, which may work better at
a loose gauge for extra drape.

7
For mitts, you’ll probably want a
standard gauge (needles sized to get
the gauge on the label), or maybe smaller
needles for an extra tight gauge if you want
them to be dense and extra warm. Or, if you
want more lacy wrist warmers that are more
for looks and less for warmth, then you could
go for a looser gauge (bigger needles).
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Depending on your stitch pattern choices,
your mitts may be a fraternal pair instead of
identical twins, with stitch patterns not being
mirror images of each other.
This is the smallest/quickest option; make
them sized as you like, fitting around your
wrists/hands, shorter or longer as you like.
Or wrist-warmers, if you skip
the thumbholes. These are basic tubes
for your wrists or hands, no shaping.

Mit ts
You have five choices for your type of item,
some similar to each other; they’ll have
variations within their categories as
you go on to make more choices.

What do you feel
like making?
3

(Adventure Knitting 3: A Trip to the Zoo is
copyright Lee Meredith 2015 - for personal use only,
no reprinting/redistributing - thanks! Visit the
leethalknits.com faq page or the leethal ravelry group
if you have questions or need help.)
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Sm o o th h a t

This is a normal-shaped hat,
which can be sized as you like,
fitted or slouchy, tall or short, fit to your head.
Smooth means the top is smoothly
rounded, not pointed.

Poi n t ed h a t
A hat with a long, pointy top - the
point can be smaller or bigger.
Depending on the size, and
on the yarn type/weight/gauge,
the point can stick up, or be
floppy and hang down, stocking cap style.

St an d ar d co wl
A big tube for your neck;
or don’t join the ends and
make it a scarf/stole instead.
It can be as tall and as long as you like,
more fitted around the neck, or super long so
it wraps around two or three times.

Make your booklets
A

B

Note: The video for Adventure Knitting #1 (Adventure Knitting! on
youtube.com/leethalknitter) includes a visual tutorial for folding;
skip ahead to 2min 52sec in.

Print out each booklet page on
your standard size paper,
centered, fit to page so no text
gets cut off (it’s okay if you need
to shrink it to make it all fit).
The pages were designed for
US standard 8.5x11 inch paper;
if you are using a different size
paper (or if your printer won’t
print centered), then you’ll just
need to trim off the excess
white space around the sides,
as needed, to make everything
centered on your page, as
explained...

G
With the page folded in half
widthwise, cut along the
center printed line, up to the
next fold line, through both
layers of the folded page (H).
(You are cutting a slit through
the center of the page.)

H

Find the cover page of the
booklet, and wrap all the
pages around with the cover
on top (J).

Note: for all these folds, do not
crease super hard now.

C

I
Fold in half lengthwise, so that
the fold is on the long line (A) - if
the page did not print centered,
fold on that line, then trim off
excess white space to make the
edges line up when it’s folded
on the line (B).

D

E

F

Fold page widthwise, folding on
the little notch in the middle of
the long line, which is the center
of the book page (C).
Now, with the page folded
widthwise, bring each side up
to that center fold, making folds
that land at the ends of the long
line (D) (so you are dividing the
page into fourths, fold lines
between the book pages).
Then trim off excess white
space on either edge that goes
up past the center, so that if
you open up the center fold, the
edges just meet and don’t
overlap (E).
Once your page is folded, and
all excess white space has been
trimmed off, you should have
the page divided into eight
equal size rectangles, with all
the fold lines running between
the book pages (F and G).
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Open up the page, then fold
lengthwise, and the paper
should open up like you see
here (I).

J

K

L

In order to make the neatest
booklet possible, follow these
next steps to make your final
creases. (Just folding it
quickly into place will often
result in a messy last page,
and a generally uneven and
sloppy looking book.)
Take the last page (which is
connected by a fold at the
top, with the bottom two
sheets open) and pinch the
bottom corners together so
they are lined up evenly, then
pinch that last page together
with the second-to-last page,
then with the second page, so
you are pinching together all
the pages except for the cover
page. Now hold those
pinched pages down on your
tabletop, held neatly lined up,
and bring the cover page up
over the top, as tightly as
possible (K), then crease
everything into place.
Now you should have a neatly
folded booklet (L)!
Repeat the steps for all
booklet sheets, then move on
when you are ready to bind
them together into a full book!
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Bind your booklets
Note: The video for Adventure Knitting #1 (Adventure
Knitting! on youtube.com/leethalknitter) includes a visual
tutorial for binding; skip ahead to 9min 21sec in. (That howto is for fewer booklets, so you’ll need a longer thread.)
There is an ending pre-step* needed for binding an odd
number of booklets - this pre-step is not in that video, so be
sure to check in here when you reach the last booklet.
You’ll need your 15 folded booklets, a pencil, a sewing
needle (an embroidery needle works well), and sturdy thread.
Start by holding all booklets together, so spines make a
flat surface, tops and bottoms aligned; make pencil marks in
two spots, approx .75”/2cm in from top and bottom,
straight across booklets.
Now poke holes with your needle through the spines to the
insides of each booklet, where the marks are, through each
page opening. Go from the spines, through the same spine
hole, through to every page, so when you’re done you’ve
poked through every layer of paper at the spine of all booklets.
Thread needle and, with thread length of approx 4.5
yards/meters, bring needle out top hole of center page of
first book, leaving tail of a few inches loose inside book.
Bring needle in (from spine) top hole of first page of
second book, then out bottom hole (out to spine).
Bring needle in bottom hole of last page of first book, out top.
(Always go in the same hole you just came out of - top or
bottom - and go out opposite hole, so thread is carried up/
down the insides of the booklets.)
Go in top center page of second book, out bottom.
Go in bottom first page of third book, out top.
Go in top last page of second book, out bottom.

Neatening up the spine:
To work this final step with
the same thread you’ve been
using, leave working thread in
needle and go on to the next
line below. To weave over the
spine with a different thread (to
be more decorative), work these
steps with the new thread.
Go out top of center page of
first book.
Bring thread back across to top
of last book while weaving all
the binding threads together:
Go down between first and
second booklets, to one side
of binding threads, then back
up through to other side of
binding threads.
Repeat between second and
third booklets, then repeat between third and fourth
booklets, and so on, until you’ve wrapped around the
binding threads between each book to the last one.
Go in top center page of last book, then out bottom.
Work across to bottom of first book, working same steps to
wind around binding threads, and end by going back in
bottom of center page of first book.
Now tie this end to the beginning end, at one of the holes,
then use the needle to bring the thread ends through the
hole into the inside of the booklet, between the paper
sheets, to hide them in the book. Repeat that for other
ends as needed.

Go in bottom center page of third book, out top.
Go in top first page of fourth book, out bottom.
Now the binding pattern is established:
If you just came out first page of a book, go in last page of
previous book.
If you just came out last page of a book, go in center of next
book.
If you just came out center page of a book, go in first page
of next (newly added) book.
Work in established binding pattern until you reach the last
book - after going into bottom center of last book, out top:
*Ending pre-step (because of the odd number of booklets):
Go into top of last page of last book, out bottom.
Ending step 1: Go in bottom first page of first book, out top.
Ending step 2: Go in top last page of last book, out bottom.
Ending step 3: Go in bottom center page of first book.
Tie this end to the beginning end, at the bottom hole.

Extra bound binding
If you’d prefer, you can make 3 or 4 holes in all books
instead of 2, then work all steps twice. For 3 holes, use
bottom/middle holes as bottom/top, then work all steps
again, using middle/top as bottom/top holes. For 4 holes,
use the bottom 2 holes as bottom/top, then work all steps
again using the top 2 as bottom/top.

Cover
To add the extra cover, print it on regular paper or on
card stock for a harder cover, then follow folding and cutting
directions on that page, glue down tabs, and press under a
stack of books and let dry overnight. (You can use 2-sided
tape instead if you’re impatient!)
Once it’s dry, crease (or score) along the light grey spine
lines. Slip the first and last pages of your bound book into
the cover pockets.
The front and back pages will be hidden inside the cover
flaps. The video linked at the top talks about making extra
blank pages for the front and back to go inside the cover.
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